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ABSTRACT
This study aims to examine the linguistic features of English and Indonesian
languages in students’ text messages sent to their lecturers. Content analysis is
employed and the data are the linguistic features identified in 1,521 students’ text
messages delivered to the lecturers. The findings confirm the results of the former
studies in that the typographic features of emoticons, letter deletion, rebus writing,
and phonetic spelling and morphological features of initialism, abbreviation,
reduplication, truncation, and casual style of spoken dictions are employed—the
features linguistically creating a special register called textese recognized by nonstandard form or textisms. The mechanics of languages are featured by the lack of
compliance with the conventional usage of full stops, commas, and capitals; even less
than ten percent of spaces considered inevitably used are not conventionally
emploed. Dominant uses of one-claused sentences feature the syntax of the
languages.
Keywords: linguistic features, text messaging, typography, morphology, and syntax.
INTRODUCTION
Text messaging or texting, a means of
written communication mediated by
computers
and
electronic
communication devices known as
social media, has been widely spread
in the last two decades. The most
massively used media is WhatsApp
(WA) with 1,500 millions active users
every single month and the texts
exchanged every day are 60,000
millions (Stout, 2020). The preceeding
social media with equally massive in
use is Short Message Service (SMS).
The usage of (SMS) among cellphone
users compared to email, facebook, or
tweeter was contributory to the
emergence of electronic-mediated
communication (EMC) subsuming the

previously developing
way
of
communication,
computer-mediated
communication (CMC). Hillebrand, et.
al. (2010) report that until the mid of
2009, SMS has been used by 4,000
millions users around the world with
the average number of 50 short
messages per month per user. The
ubiquity of SMS and WA usage
providing the corpora of languages in
text messaging have been the interests
of language researchers.
Studies on language in text
messages have been carried out by
several researchers with different foci.
There are those focusing on the
linguistic features (Segerstad, 2002;
Bosco, 2007; Sumitra & Pal, 2009;
Lyddy, et.el., 2012; Thurlow & Poff,
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2013; Chaka, 2015; Pérez-Sabater,
2015; Chaka,, Mphahlele, & Mann,
2015; Hashim, Soopar, & Hamid,
2017; Tagg & Asprey, 2017;
Otemuyiwa, et.al., 2017), the linguistic
and discoursal features of languages in
text messages (Yusuf, Natsir, & Yusra,
2016), linguistic features in Facebook
(Magwaro, et.al., 2018), English as a
Lingua Franca in social media (Jimma,
2017) and in video games (Iaia, 2016),
diffusion of lexical change in social
media (Eisenstein, et.el., 2014),
analysis model for the languages in
social media (Szurawitzki, 2012), code
switching in social media (Al-Qaysi,
N., & Al-Emran, M., 2017). Other
researchers display interests in the
effects and probable relations of
languages in text messages in social
media like the effect of texting on
grammar (Van Dijk, et.al., 2015), on
communication (Jazan & Alfaki,
2016), on vocabulary instruction (Li &
Cummins, 2019),
the relationship
between texting and literacy (Drouin &
Driver, 2014), texting and academic
English (Thurairaj, et.al., 2015), social
media and educational linguistic
activities (Lantz-Andersson, 2016),
social media and sociopragmatic
competence (Lantz-Andersson, 2018),
language of social media and gender
identity
(Bamman,
Eisenstein,
Schnoebelen, 2014), language in social
media and creativity and selfexpression (Pimentel & Diniz, 2014),
social media posts, linguistic features,
and journalistic criteria (Pinto,
Oliveira, Figueira, 2017), languages
of text messages and sociolinguistics
(Ling & Telenor, 2005; Thurlow,
2005; Kahari, 2014; Dorantes, et.al.,
2018), linguistic features in social

media and childhood sexual abuse
(Wan, et.al., 2019). So important the
languages in text messaging are that
the messages in SMS (30,000) written
in various languages are translated
into French in the ―Faites don de vos
SMS à la science‖ (Give your SMS to
Science) (Fairon & Paumier, 2006).
This sudy is different from
those mentioned above in the sense
that it focuses on linguistic elements
hierarchically from sentential and
mechanical,
syntactical,
morphological, and to typographical
levels. It is a considerably thorough
investigation on the linguistic forms of
text messages, unlike the previous
studies covering a certain level of
linguistic elements. In addition, it
explores a specific segment of texters
who are university students majoring
English communicating with special
textees, their lecturers. The study is
purposed to explore the linguistic
features of English and Indonesian
languages used in students‘ text
messages employed to communicate
with their lecturers at English Study
Programs of Universitas Negeri
Jakarta
(ESP-UNJ),
and
the
approaches and circumstances under
which the features are used.
METHOD
Content analysis is employed to carry
out the study as it describes and
analyse languages in students‘ text
messages to represent their content
through enumeration process such as
the word frequency calculation and
qualitative judgement on the linguistic
features used in the texts. The data
source is 1,521 text messages in SMS;
1,201 written in Indonesian and 320 in
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English, employed by students of
English Education Study Programs and
English Language and Literature Study
Programme of Universitas Negeri
Jakarta (State University of Jakarta) to
communicate with their lecturers and
the data are the linguistic features of
English and Indonesian in the students‘
text
messages
at
typography,
morphology, mechanics and sintax
levels.
The messages were collected
using Nokia PC Suite to transfer the
messages from lecturers phones to the
computer and then they were
converted to Excell using ABC Amber
Nokia Converter. The data were
collected by the researcher through the
identification and presentation of the
elements of emoticon, vowel and letter
deletion, rebus writing, phonetic
spelling,
initialism,
abbreviation,
reduplication, truncation, spokencasual style diction, full stop, comma,
space, capitals, and number-of-clausebased kinds of sentences. Theoretical
sampling
or
confirming
and
disconfirming sampling were used to
carry out data sampling, the collection
of data was ended when new linguistic
features were no longer identifiable.
Data are valid in terms of their
authenticity (original and genuine from
the source), credibility (accurate),
representativeness
(representative),
and meaning (purposeful).
The data were analyzed by
designing the coding frame of
linguistic features, classifying the
features and check the classification
involving intra- and inter-coders,
calculating the frequencies of the
features, noting the circumstances
under which the features are used, and

making the conclusion. Data reliability
was based on intracoder reliability by
using coding scheme to ensure the
consistency of data collection and
analysis and that of intercoder by
involving two doctors of linguistics
and one master of translation.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Linguistic features identified in ESPUNJ students‘ short messages to their
leacturers are classified in the levels of
typography,
morphology,
and
mechanics and syntax. The features of
typography level found in the short
messages are emoticons, vowel
deletion, letter deletion, rebus writing,
and phonetic spellings. Emoticons in
SMS messages are punctuation marks
combined in such a way to represent
emotions and in WhatsApp are known
as emojis. Vowel deletion is the words
with no vowel kown as vowelles
words or consonant skeleton. Letter
deletion are words whose certain
vowels or consonants or vowels and
consonants are omitted. Rebus writings
are words whose certain syllables or
the whole syllables are replaced with
objects or images or number
representing the replaced syllables.
Phonetic spellings are words whose
syllables are replaced by the symbols
representing the sounds of the
syllables.
The typographical forms are
frequently found in the study. There
are 1,459 forms of typography in 6,163
cases identified in the 1,521 messages.
The typographical features identified
in all SMS messages are 405.3 percent
or four words with the features in
every message. The number of the
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features and that of the frequency are

shown in the table below.

Table 1: The features and frequency of typography in 1,521 SMS messages
the features of typography
rebus writing
vowel
letter
emotideletdeletletter
number
letter-number
con
ion
ion
homophone
homophone
homophone
41
302
1,003
48
2
26
emots.
words
words
letters
numbers
letter-numbers
191 cases
2,825
2,482
409
23
41
cases
cases
cases
cases
cases
26.9%
1.5%
2.7%
12.6%
185.8%
163.2%
41.9%

Emoticons are found 13 times
in every 100 short messages and the
most frequently used emoticon is :)
representing smile. Vowel and letter
deletions are the most frequently used
typographical features. Two words in
every short message are with vowel
deletion and the most frequently used
words with vowel deletion is sy for
saya (I) and bpk for bapak (sir). Letter
deletion is different from vowel
deletion in that in vowel deletion,
vowels in words are regularly omitted,
but in letter deletion, both vowels and
consonant can be deleted. Almost two
words with letter deletion are found in
each message.
In the feature of letter deletion,
letters are deleted in at least ten
different ways. The letters deleted are
the vowel in the first syllable of words
as in bgian for bagian (share) and
bgitu for begitu (so), the vowel the last
syllable of words, for instance, biarkn
for biarkan (let) and melibatkn for
melibatkan (involve), the vowel in the
syllable of the middle of words, for
example, memblas for membalas
(return), the vowels in the first and last
syllables of words as in trakhr for
terakhir (the last). and the vowels in
the first and the mid syllables of words

symbol
21
symbls
165
cases
10.8%

phonetic
spelling
16
words
27
cases
1.8%

shown in ltkkan for letakkan (put) and
kptsan for keputusan (decision). Other
ways of deletion are carried out by
deleting of the vowel and consonant in
the first syllable of words and
replacing them with apostrophe s (‗s)
as in w’derful for wonderful and
b’damai for berdamai (make peace),
deleting all vowels except the vowel in
the first syllable, for instance, semlm
for semalam and mengjr for mengajar,
deleting the syllable in the mid of
words as shown in kana for karena
(because), deleting the vowel in the
root, except the vowels of prefixes and
suffixes found in menjlnkan for
menjalankan (to run), and deleting the
letters randomly as in trimakasi for
terima kasih (thank you) and letakan
for letakkan (put).
Compared to typographical
feature, rebus writings are less
frequently found. Rebus writing are
made up of four kinds, they are letter
homophone or the use letter whose
pronunciation is similar to the target
words
or
syllables;
number
homophone or that of using number;
letter-number homophone or that of
using letter and number; and symbols
or that of using symbols. Four cases
of rebus writing is identified in every
45
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ten messages. The most frequently
used letter-homophone is u for you and
n untuk and. There are only two
number-homophones used and they are
only found in English; 4 for for and 2
for to. Letter-number homophones
found in the messages are 4WI for
Allah (God), b4 for before, 2day for
today,and so on. The most frequently
used symbol is & for and and others
are u/ for untuk (for), @ for at, se(x)
for sekali (once), di(-) for dikurangi
(substracted), and so on.
Words with phonetic spelling
are also identified the students
messages. There are about two words
with phonetic spelling in a hundred
messages. The examples of these
words are liyat for lihat (see), tipes for
typhus, Gud morning for good
morning, oke for OK, cud for could,

Cuz for because, dat for that, t’nite for
tonight, and wud for would.
Linguistic
features
in
morphological level found in the
messages are initialism, abbreviation,
reduplication, truncation, and spokencasual style diction. Initialism is the
use of the first letters of the the words
to represent the words; abbreviation is
the use of abbreviated forms of words;
truncation is the omission of the
syllables in the words; and spokencasual style diction is the use of words
which are casually spoken. Of 1,521
messages, 912 forms of words having
experienced morphological processes
in 3,798 cases are identified. The
number of the morphological features
and that of the frequency are shown in
the table below.

Table 2: The features and frequency of morphology in 1,521 SMS messages
the features of morphology
initialism
abbreviation
reduplication
truncation
176
247
120
65
initialims
abbreviation
reduplication
truncation
741
1,496
238
257
cases
cases
cases
cases
48.7%
98.4%
15.6%
16.9%

It is found that in every
message, two or more words are with
morphological features. One initialized
word is identified in almost every two
messages and an abbreviated word is
found in almost every message. In
addition to the two morphological
features, one or two reduplicated
words are identified in ten messages,
two truncated words in ten messages,
and seven words of spoken-casual
style dictions are encountered in every
ten messages.
Initialism,
abbreviation,
reduplication, truncation, and spoken-

spoken-casual style diction
304
words
1,066
cases
70.1%

casual style diction are used under
diverse approaches or circumstances.
The initialism is used in at least nine
approaches. It is employed for
common
initialized
words
in
Indonesian language or ED UNJ
contexts, for instance, a.k.a for as
known as, a.n. for atas nama, a.m. for
ante meridien, DPRD for Dewan
Perwakilan Rakyat Daerah, and EPP
for English Phonetics and Phonology
and II for Ifan Iskandar; names which
are not familiar—known only by the
texters as in Putryca A.T. and N. Fitri:
addressing someone, for example, B or
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b for bu (Ibu/Mam), P or p for Pak
)Sir), and k for kak (kakak/brother):
certain expressions like gpp for gak
pa-pa (nggak apa-apa/never mind),
OMG for Oh My God, GWS for Get
Well Soon, and otw for on the way: and
representing function words of
prepositions and connectors as in b for
before, u for untuk (for), d for dengan
(with), d for dalam (in), w for with, s
for so, and k for ke (to). Other
circumstances under which initialism
is used are for certain nouns like B for
bahasa (language) and C for choice;
replacing pronouns as in s for saya;
words or terms in certain academic
fields, as shown in RQ for research
question; and expressing gratitude like
tk for terima kasih.
There
are
about
ten
circumstamces
under
which
abbreviation is employed. It is used by
omitting the first two digits of number
in writing year like ’03 for 2003, ’11
for 2011, or 05 for 2005; omitting
consonants in consonant skeleton
words or vowelless words, e.g.
pndgrn for pendengaran, plg for
pulang (going home), and bny for
banyak (many); in the form
of
acronym as in ponsel for telpon
seluluer, curhat for curahan hati,
premium for prei makan minum, and
pulsa for puasa lebih sabar; for
salutations
especially
assalamu’alaikum, for example, ass
Ass, ass, assw, asw, Asw wb, and Aww;
for expressing gratitude as shown in
tkh, tks, tksh, tmks, trims, mks for
terima kasih or thk or tq for thank you
and thx and tx for thanks. The other
five
circumstances
are
that
abbreviation
uses
common
abbreviation forms like Mr or mr for

mister, and Mrs or mrs for mistress;
inconventional abbreviation forms as
in mt for minta (ask), angk or agk for
angkatan (year), smt for semester, lil
for little, and ull for you will;
consonant skeletons of passive verb
phrases as in dblg for dibilang (wa
told); the common abbreviated words
blended with prefixes like diacc for
disetujui (approved) or dttd for
ditandatangani
(signed);
and
abbreviation forms of certain phrases
or expressions as shown in gbs for
nggak bisa (can not) and ydh for ya
sudah (it’s done).
The following feature of
morphological level is reduplication
which is used in about eleven ways. It
is approached by writing number 2
immediately at the end of words to be
reduplicated as in ada2 for ada-ada,
lagi2 for lagi-lagi, and anak2 for
anak-anak; and number 2 and symbol
of multiplication (x) in Indonesian
uttered kali or times like Amin7x or
benar2x; deleting randomly certain
letters or vowels of the words and
immediately followed by number 2,
e.g. brkas2 for berkas-berkas, brsakit2
for bersakit-sakit, and brtahun2 for
bertahun-tahun;
abbreviating
randomly words and directly add
number 2 to the words as shown in
msg2 for masing-masing, mgu2 for
minggu-minggu, and org2 for orangorang; adding closely number 2 to the
consonant skeleton words as seen in
bnr2 for benar-benar, kt2 for katakata, and kpn2 for kapan-kapan; and
adding number 2 and multiplication
symbol right after the consonant
skeleton as in tny2x for tanya-tanya.
The other five approaches of
expressing reduplication are by
47
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rewriting completely the reduplicated
word preceded with a hyphen as in
doa-doa; rewriting the reduplicated
words which are added with affixes
found in dikata-katain and cari-carian;
inserting number 2 between the
consonant
skeleton words and
vowelles affixes identified in mdh2n
for mudah-mudahan and sbsr2ny for
sebesar-besarnya; inserting number 2
between words and affixes as in
dua2nya for dua-duanya, jadi2an for
jadi-jadian, and kenang2an for
kenang-kenangan;
and
inserting
number 2 after the first syllables and
immediately followed by the codas of
the reduplicated syllables, for example
ju2r for jujur and ti2p for titip.
The morphological feature of
truncation is identified in at least five
circumstances. The first three ways of
applying truncation are by deleting the
last two syllables of the words bid for
bidang, compre for comprehensive,
consul for consultation, Eng for
English, fak for fakultas, fam for
family, grad for graduate, and reg for
reguler; deleting the first syllable of
words shown in biz for habis, coz for
because, and tuk for untuk; and
omitting the initial and final syllables
of words like hub for menghubungi.
The other two ways of employing
truncation are by deleting all syllables
except the first One as in er for Erwati
(a person’s name) and retaining the
first syllable and add it with the the
first consonant of the second syllable
so that the syllabification of CVC is
identified as shown in ket for
keterangan, kel for keluarga, jur for
jurusan, and set for setengah.
The last morphological feature
identified in the messages is spoken-

casual style dictions. The feature is
recognized through the employment of
the complete spelling of the spokencasual words as found in abis for
habis, ato for atau, and ngerasa for
merasa; the incomplete spellings
through the deletion of vowel /e/ dan
consonant /h/ as in tau for tahu, taun
for tahun, and
bri tau for
memberitahu; the omission of the
vowels as encountered in nh for nih;
the addition of the inconventional
spelling to the words as in asiiik for
asyik, nihh for nih, and yaach. The
other three means of employing the
feature are
by replacing the
conventional spelling with the
inconventional one without changing
the pronunciation of the words as
identified in siy for sih; omitting the
first syllable as in langkah as found in
ma for sama; and using the slang
which is supposed to be used among
socially close related speakers only
like waitin for waiting, wanna for want
to, gonna for going to, and evrythin
for everything.
The features of mechanics and
syntax completes the linguistic
features in the SMS messages. The
features of mechanics—full stop,
comma, space, and capital letter—are
analyzed in terms of whether: 1) they
are used and the usage conforms to the
rules of mechanics (used and
conforming); 2) they are used, but the
usage doesn‘t conform (used but not
conforming); and 3) they are not used
when they should be (not used). The
feature of syntax is analysed based on
the number of clauses used in every
sentence of the messages. These
sentences are categorized into simple
sentence with one main clause,
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compound sentence with two or more
main clauses, complex sentence with
one main clause and more than one
sub-clauses, and compound-complex
with more than one main clauses and
one or more sub-clauses.
It is found that there are 5,982
cases of the full stop usage, 4,948

cases of comma, 28,678 cases of
spaces, and 12,141 cases of capital
letters. The findings of the usage of
the four elements of mechanics are
quantitatively presented in the
following tables.

Tabel 3: The Use of Full Stop, Comma, Space, and Capital Letter
The percentage of the use of full stop, comma, space, and capital letter

Not Used

Used &
Conforming

Used , but Not
Conforming

Not Used

1.161

Capital Letter

Used , but Not
Conforming

1.624

Used &
Conforming

Used &
Conforming

1.400

Not Used

Not Used

2.958

Space

Used , but Not
Conforming

Used , but Not
Conforming

Comma

Used &
Conforming

Full Stop

2.532

6.381

1.259

4.501

The amount of each category in each feature
731

3.092

25.782

364

The total amount of the three categories in each feature
5.982

4.948

28.678

12.141

The percentage of each category in each feature
49,45

23,4

27,15

23,29

15,67

Of 2,958 cases of full stops, forty nine
percent cases show the correct use
with the conformity to the rule of
mechanics, twenty three percent cases
show incorrect use with no conformity,
and twenty seven percent cases show
the absence of full stops when they are
supposed to be used. The usage of
comma is not so accurate as that of full
stops. Sixty two percent cases show
the absence of commas when they
have to be used, sixteen percent show
inaccurate cases comma usage, and
only twenty three percent show the
accurate usage of commas. The
mechanics element of space is
generally used with the conformity to
the rules of mechanics, ninety percent
cases show this. Only one percent

62

89,9

1,27

8,83

52,56

10,37

37,1

cases show the inaccurate use and nine
percent show the absence of spaces
when they have to be used. The last
element of mechanics, capital letters, is
identified in 12,141 cases and fifty
three percent cases show the correct
use of capital letters, ten percent show
incorrect use, and thirty seven percent
show the absence of capital letters in
the words when they are to be used.
In syntactic level, the analyses
to the 5,297 sentences and 6,867
clauses in 1,521 messages display
unequal distribution of the four kinds
of the sentences. Simple sentences are
identified in 4,112 cases and this
proves that seventy eight percent of the
sentences used in the messages are
simple ones and when compared to the
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amount of messages analysed, simple
sentences are employed almost three
times in every one message, about two
hundred seventy percent. There are
976 cases of complex sentences or
nineteen percent of the whole
sentences and there is one complex
sentence identified in every two
messages, sixty two percent of all
messages. Compound sentences are
recognized in 115 cases or about two
percent of all sentences and one
compound sentence is found in ten
messages, eight percent of the
messages. There are 54 cases of
complex-compound sentences or one
percent of total sentences and three
complex-compound sentences are
identified in a hundred messages, three
point six percent.
Discussing the findings of all
levels from typographical to syntactic
ones requires reflective presentations
and comparisons of the previous
studies. Emoticons which occurs
thirteen times in every a hundred
messages are quantitatively infrequent
compared to those identified in Ling
and Telenor (2005), six percent of
emoticons and abbreviation in their
study of SMS linguistic features. Both
studies share the same fact that
emoticon is a linguistic feature usually
used in texting among young users—
teens and mostly women in Ling and
Telenor—or among students and
lecturers, unlike the communication
between students and lecturers as of
this study.
The use of emoticons, the
feature that expresses emotion such as
happiness using smile-like icons of :),
:D, ;-), :-D, ;), =), :p, =D, ( ^_^ ),
(^0^), -) or sadness icons of :(, :'(, (-.-),

,,:-( ,,, :-l, ;-(, could be the hints that
SMS is a non-formal mode of
communication. This might affect the
sudents‘ view of the non-formal
context of communication through
texting. Shouldn‘t they be aware of
this, they will not use emoticons in the
first place. Yet, it is also probable that
they are not aware of the
sociopragmatic
aspect
of
communicating with their lecturers. In
other words, the use of emoticons in
the students‘ messages might indicate
their assumption of texting as a nonformal mode of communication or
simply
their
unawareness
of
sociopragmatic
aspect
of
the
communication.
Vowel and letter deletion of
typography are the next features
identified in the messages. Vowel
deletion is the feature in which the
words used are without any vowel, a
form called vowel-less items or words
(Crystal: 2004) or consonant skeleton
words (Prochasson, et. al. : 2007).
Crystal and Prochasson et. al. believe
this as one of the most important
elements characterizing languages of
SMS and this study confirms their
argument as two vowelles words are
found in every message.
Letter deletion is a term not
commonly used by former researchers,
but is discussed under the term
abbreviation and truncation (Ling and
Telenor, 2005; Prochasson, et. al:
2007; and Bosco, 2007). The writer
discusses this feature under the term
letter
deletion
as
it
doesn‘t
systematically omit certain letters or
syllables in words as in the cases of
vowel deletion and truncation. Texters
tend to randomly delete any letter be it
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consonant or vowel or both as shown
in smua (semua: all), ats (atas: on),
kmpus (kampus: campus), bingksn
(bingkisan: gift), b'kenan (berkenan:
allow), Ap (apa: what), btmu (bertemu:
meet), intrnt (internet: internet), hve
(have), absnt (absent), w'come
(welcome), and w'derful (wonderful).
Rebus writing is the use of
pictures of objects or symbols the
names of which resemble the replaced
words or the syllables and is used for
the first time in 1605 by William
Camden (Crystal: 2008). Rebus is the
fourth
element
featuring
the
langguages of SMS as they occur
twice in every five messages. Three
kinds of rebus writing as delineated by
Prochasson et. al. (2007) are found in
the study. The rebus of letterhomophone are identified in English
and Indonesian as in u (you), mw
(mau: want), ur (your), bwt (buat: for),
qt (kita: we), r (are), tq (thank you),
and tw (tahu: know). Two rebus of
number-homophones are only found in
English; 4 for for and 2 for to. The
rebus of letter-number homophones
are identified in both languages as in
b4 (before), 2day (today), ber 5 or br5
(berlima: the five of), c0miN9
(coming), t0m0rRow (tomorrow), and
y9 (yang: which-relativizer).
The last kind of rebus is not
compatible with the three previously
mentioned kinds of rebus, yet it occurs
once in every ten messages. The writer
uses the term symbol or image to
accommodate this feature that uses
symbol or letters and symbols as in &
(and), u/ (untuk: for), @ (at), se(x)
(sekali: once), and di(-) (dikurangi:
substracted). Basically, rebus is used to
save the restricted space of SMS as in

b4, 2day, and ber5. Yet, there are
rebuses used not for this reason as the
spellings of the words are retained as
they are, only some spellings are
replaced
with
numbers
orthographically resembling the letters,
number-like letters, as in c0miN9
(coming) and t0m0rRow (tomorrow);
zero (0) for o and nine (9) for g.
The typographical feature of
phonetic spelling is marked by the use
of words the spelling of which are
different from the standard one due to
the replacement or omission of certain
spelling
without
changing
the
pronunciation which Prochasson, et. al.
(2007) call phonetic style. This feature
occurs twice in a hundred messages
and is mostly identified in English as
in tipes (typhus), Gud morning (Good
morning), cud (could), Cuz (because),
dat (that), liyat (lihat: see), wud
(would), and bcoz (because). This nonstandard spelling hints the non-formal
style of the languages used in SMS.
The frequent usage of vowel
and letter deletion, rebus writing, and
phonetic spelling as found in the study
confirms the universal typographical
features of languages in SMS. The
features are not only used to save the
restricted space as shown in certain
cases of letter-number homophone and
phonetic spelling. This bolsters the
assumption that SMS is a non-formal
mode of communication which is
antithetical to the sociopragmatically
suggested formal context of studentlecturer communication. This gap of
the assumed non-formal mode and the
expected formal context probably
causes the lecturers find the messages
provoking.
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The morphological features of
initialism, abbreviation, reduplication,
truncation, and spoken-casual style
diction identified in the study confirm
the features commonly found in the
languages of SMS. One initialized
word is found in almost every two
messages, an abbreviated word in
almost every message, one until two
reduplicated words in ten messages,
two truncated words in ten messages,
and seven words of spoken-casual
style diction are encountered in every
ten messages. The features of
initialism, abbreviation, truncation,
and the spoken-casual diction in SMS
are in line with the studies conducted
by Ling and Telenor (2005),
Prochasson et. al. (2007), Bosco
(2007), and Crystal (2008). This
affirms the hypothetically recognized
features of languages in SMS as they
are used among various groups of
users.
Casual style of spoken diction
with seven cases out of ten messages
highlights the sociopragmatic issue of
the study. This generalization of seven
out of ten is possibly inaccurate as the
diction is not calculated on the basis of
its occurence in every message, but of
the total number of the words
compared to the total messages.
However, the large number of the
words in the messages could be the
cogent ground to assume that casual
style is used by students to
communicate with their lecturers
through SMS.
The features of mechanics—
full stop, comma, space, and capitals—
confirm the findings of previous
studies in the sense that the
punctuation is generally not used. This

study proved that only one of the two
full stops are used in compliance with
the punctuation standard, two out of
ten commas, nine out of ten spaces,
and one out of the two capitals are
used accordingly. Syntactically, the
non-standard use of the full stops,
commas, spaces, and capitals is
unacceptable as it potentially confuses
the propositions in the clauses, but in
SMS with relatively short or limited
propositions
communicated,
this
confusion is naturally reduced.
The issue could be addressed
with the phrase meaning over form. If
the meanings communicated are
intelligible, the unusedness of periods,
commas, or capitals in a ‗should-savespace‘ mode of communication like
SMS stands to reason. This is in line
with the nature of sentence lengthiness
found in the study. The classification
of number-of-clause-based sentences
shows that seventy eight percent of
sentences are one-claused or simple
and thus the use of punctuation to
mark the propositions in the sentences
are not necessarily used.
The identified typographical,
morphological,
mechanics
and
syntactic features in the study confirm
the universally recognized features of
languages in SMS found in other
former studies. Those features are
known as logogram and pictogram,
mitted letters and nonstandard spelling,
initialism and shortening, and complex
messages (Yusuf, Natsir, & Yusra,
2016); emoticons and spelling
modifications (Hashim, Soopar, &
Hamid, 2017); nonstandard spellings,
missed
capitalization,
accent
stylization, letter/number homophones,
omitted periods, contractions, omitting
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letters,
phonetic/nonconventional
spellings,
clippings,
onomatopoeic/exclamatory,
shortenings,
misspellings,
and
initialisms (Lyddy, et.el., 2012); the
features categorized as textism
(Chaka,2015; Chaka, Mphahlele, &
Mann, 2015). . The features identified
in this study are covered in the
elements of analysis model for the
language of online social networking
site (Szurawitzki, 2012).
These
features
could
negatively affect language skill in
general in Sumitra and Pal‘s point of
view (2009) proving that language
used in SMS has significantly deviated
from the standardized language
structure through the uses of vowel
deletion, the deletion of reduplicated
words, direct truncation, and numbers
or symbols for abbreviation and
substitution. The features, on the other
hand, could be perceived as linguistic
creativity though they may not be
considered formal in written mode of
no face-to-face interaction. This
factors of creativity and selfexpression are recognized in text
messaging (Pimentel & Diniz, 2014).

CONCLUSION
The linguistic features of Indonesian
and English employed by students to
communicate with their lecturers share
similarities with the former studies in
the sense that they are characterized as
the lack of compliance to the
conventional usage of full stops,
commas,
and
capital
letters.
Typographic features of emoticons,
letter deletion, rebus writing, and
phonetic spelling are also frequently

used in the messages. The features of
morphology are shown by the frequent
usage of
initialism, abbreviation,
reduplication, truncation, and casual
style of spoken diction. Syntactic
features are marked by the common
use of one-claused sentences. The
findings confirm the emergence of
universal features of SMS language or
in
terms
of
communication,
electronically
mediated
communication (EMC), and of a
language of text messaging, that is
textese with non-standard linguistic
forms and non-conventional usage
called textisms.
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